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Changes are afoot...but what changes?

Things do change quickly in this business. Last month we were still coming to terms with stay at 

home orders, long grocery store lines, panic buying and a collapse of the food service industry. 

While these things continue this month across most of the continent, there is a sense that we 

might be entering a new phase of Covid-19. And while the economy slowly opens, the big question 

on everyone's mind is, what reality will it open into? The answer to that question will have a 

profound impact on the business going forward.

Will the summer prove to be business as usual? Will some product categories become more 

important in the grocery carts of consumers? How will grocery stores respond? All important 

questions that we will consider during this month's edition. In our exclusive Produce 

Moneyball feature we project costs for the month of June under the assumption that it will be 

business as usual and 2020 costs will be a reflection of the past. In That's what she (and he) 

said we review consumer habits regarding organic produce. We think organics is one category that 

may increase in importance post-Covid-19. Lastly in Store Tours we look at store conditions post-

panic buy. As a calm descends across the store, perhaps it will provide insights into what the near 

future looks like.

I hope you enjoy this month's edition of the Execulytics Newsletter. While you are thinking about 

business going forward, feel free to give us a call. We have the resources to survey the 

marketplace ensuring you are prepared for whatever the future holds. Whether your needs are 

for consumer insights or retail intelligence, historical market data or simply advisory services 

in Canada or the US, we have the tools. Connect with us HERE and learn about our expanded 

capabilities.

http://execulytics.ca/contact/


Produce Moneyball

This month, Produce Moneyball takes the approach that despite all 

the impacts associated with Covid-19, produce commodity costing will 

continue to be a reflection of years past. This may be the case, after 

all, people need to eat but people do not generally eat demonstrably 

more during uncertain times. We did see that people are prone to 

panic buying, but we're past that now. So it is reasonable to assume 

that by the time June rolls around, product costs will look similar to 

the way they always have. Is this assumption good? Only time will 

tell, which is why I must tell you, take these cost projections for 

what they are, one valuable piece of insight to be used with other 

valuable pieces of insight. After all, there is a chance they could be 

wrong.

This month, using historical costs from the years 2010 through 

2019 we will predict the weekly FOB costs of 12 x 1 pint blueberries, 

9 count cantaloupes and 12 count cauliflower for June of this year.



12 x 1 Pint Blueberries
What can I say? I just love blueberries. And I am very happy that June is just around the 

corner because it is the start of Blueberry season in my mind. It's when blueberry volume can 

be described in truckloads rather than pallets. It's also the time when blueberry pints begin to 

dominate the marketplace. So for fans of blueberries, in June, it's showtime.

For most of the last 10 years, costs begin June north of $20 FOB and then quickly drops, 

staying below $20 for the duration of the month. Lately, over the last couple of years though, 

costing has stayed high. This results in a projection that is at or above $20 FOB all month. 

Average inflation registers approximately 2% but is entirely caused by the recent surge in 

cost.



9 Count Cantaloupes
Peak cantaloupe volume occurs during the month of June. This means that for all those 
cantaloupe fans out there, the sun is shining on you this month. The sun is also shining on all 
those cantaloupe fields too, hence the peak volume. The big question though is, does peak 
volume correspond with a low FOB cost? Having an answer to that question is where Produce 
Moneyball shines.

While Cantaloupes do not bottom out, cost wise, in June, that occurs in July and August, costs 

are generally on the way down. However, we do see inflation of approximately 4.5% which tells 

us cantaloupe costs are generally increasing from one June to the next. In 2020, we can expect 

costs throughout June to be very close to $12 FOB, give or take $1 here or there.



12 Count Cauliflower
We saw that big things are happening with blueberries and cantaloupes in June. Is it also prime 
cauliflower season? That depends on how you look at it. Volume is above average, but on the 
other hand, the volume curve is pretty flat. It boils down to when you like to eat cauliflower. 
Personally, I like it all year.

Like any time of the year, cauliflower in the month of June is not for the faint of heart. Wild 

fluctuations make it hard to pin down an FOB cost. Inflation of just over 2% over the last ten 

years is comparable to the economy at large. Nevertheless, expect FOB costs approaching $16 

to start the month with some relief by the end.

The NEW 2020 Produce Almanac is now available to purchase. It was 
built using the same data as Produce Moneyball. If you are an 
information junkie and want to stay a step ahead, the Produce Almanac 
should be on your bookshelf. Click the button to find out more.

Produce 
Almanac

http://execulytics.ca/produce-almanac/


That's what she (and he) said

Re-open plans are being 

written at government 

houses everywhere. Some 

semblance of normalcy will 

surely calm the produce 

buying public. But will Covid-

19 have a lasting impact on 

purchase habits? One 

hypothesis is that to satisfy 

the need for cleanliness and 

safety, consumers will 

gravitate more towards 

organic produce. 

In this month's That's 

what she (and 

he)said segment we will 

begin to prove or disprove 

this hypothesis. First we 

will establish a baseline by 

reviewing the results of an 

Execulytics consumer 

survey on organics 

conducted prior to the 

pandemic.



4 out of 5 purchase Organics prior to Covid-19

Organic penetration was quite high in the time period before the pandemic struck. In fact, 

nearly four out of five people were buying organic fruits and vegetables. Some people quite 

frequently, while others not so much. If we were to classify people who purchased organic 

produce once per month or more as 'frequent users', we would see nearly half of the 

surveyed people would fall into this category. This is an important metric to watch as we 

exit the pandemic period.



Young consumers are more likely to be 'Frequent Users'

The bar graph below shows the percentage of people who we classify as 'Frequent 

Users', these are the folks who are purchasing organics at least once per month. As you can 

see, the younger cohort, the millenials, are more likely to be in this group. 

Meanwhile, senior citizens are least likely by a long shot. It will be important to see if 

older generations, who are disproportionately impacted by Covid-19, begin to enter 

the 'Frequent User' group once we re-enter 'normal' shopping routines.

Gen X most willing to pay for Organics

Interestingly, willingness to pay a premium largely coincides with 'Frequent User' status 

for most age groups except 35-49 year olds, which is mostly comprised of people 

from Generation X. The chart below shows the percent of responders in each age group 

that will pay a premium price for organic produce. Nearly three-quarters of Gen 

X responders are willing to pay a premium, a far larger number than those 

considered 'Frequent Users'. Perhaps once we are post-Covid-19 those Gen X'ers who 

are willing to pay a premium, will become 'Frequent Users'.



Eventually the Covid-19 crisis will be in our rearview mirror and everyday tasks like grocery 

shopping and mealtime will settle into a longer term routine. It's likely that the new routine 

will be a little different than the old routine. Today, we do not know what will change and 

what will stay the same. It will be interesting to see the long term impact on Organics. 

Once we are into the new routine, we will go back to our panel and ask them. In the 

meantime, if you think your business would benefit from a consumer gut check, reach 

out to us, I'm sure we can help.

Harness the power of consumer 
intelligence

If the Execulytics Consumer Panel can help your 
organization accomplish your customer goals click on 
the button to learn about our expanded capabilities.

Find out more

http://execulytics.ca/canadian-benchmark/


The one change to our routine during stay at home 

orders is it is a little more difficult to get into stores to 

get our typical lay of the landscape. We did snap a few 

pics while on our weekly shop, which were telling of the 

state of produce departments.

Store Tours



There is a lot going on in this overhead shot of an Ontario Loblaws store. Ignore 

the railing, it was necessary to get a shot of the whole department. The white 

circles highlight where there is staff working the floor. No shortage of 

employees and you can bet there is more in the back room. Something else 

striking is that there are 16 customers shopping. This store was limiting the 

number of customers so it is apparent that produce is important to them. 

Customers seem to spend a good amount of time shopping for fruits and 

vegetables. The department is in great shape, the green circles highlight some 

vibrant displays. Notice the 10 lb. potatoes at the front of the department. But 

the red circles shows some holes. This photo paints a picture of a store working 

hard to satisfy the large demands of their customers and doing a great job at it, 

it also shows that the supply chain is not 100% back to where it was.

Working hard to satisfy customers



Lots of fresh available

As witnessed very early in the pandemic, 

produce departments got into shape very 

quickly. This Ontario Superstore is practically 

loaded to the rafters with fresh product from 

numerous categories.

Staples are a booming business

Although there is some evidence to suggest that panic buying has waned and purchase 

frequency is increasing, inching in the direction of pre-pandemic levels, staples continue 

to be of outsized importance. The pictures below show abundant potato displays at a 

Walmart and Sobeys store in Ontario.

Although a grocery shop void of outages is still not possible, from the looks of our weekly 

outings, produce has you covered.

Nice job, folks!



If there are elements of this newsletter that you think could become a custom service for 

your organization, drop me a line, I am available to discuss your business needs. Feel free 

to forward this email to your colleagues and encourage them to subscribe by sending their 

name and email address to info@execulytics.ca or by signing up at our 

website execulytics.ca

Sincerely,

Managing Partner

Mike Mauti

Execulytics Consulting
884 Hemlock Drive, Milton

Canada

info@execulytics.ca

You received this email because you 

signed up on our  website or 

made a purchase from us.
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